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Purpose:
To describe the integration of quality improvement throughout the Department of Veterans Affairs and to share lessons learned during the process,
Content:
In describing how the Department of Veterans Affairs implemented sweeping organizational changes to improve quality measurement, this book highlights such key areas as physician involvement, obstacles to change, and improvement of outcomes.
Highlights:
Provides examples and technical data to show how the Department of Veterans Affairs measures and improves the quality of patient care. The author keeps the reader's attention by inserting anecdotal stories about fictional characters that describe aspects of care from the patient's perspective.
Limitations: Additional illustrations would help convey certain abstract concepts and highlight some of the dramatic improvements within the Veterans Health Administration.
Context:
The purpose of the changes made at the Veterans Health Administration was to ensure quality health care, which is defined as "care that is needed and delivered in a manner that is competent, caring, cost-effective, and timely and that minimizes risk and achieves achievable benefits."
Reviewer: Laura J. Fiscus, BS, Department of Veterans Affairs, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Commentary:
Pressures on the Veterans Health Administration to improve organization may be relevant to the health care industry as it undergoes massive reform. The author of this book brings depth to this experience by discussing why this type of change is important.
Gene Therapy: A Primer for Physicians 2nd edition. Culver KW. 198 pages. New York: Mary Ann Liebert; 1996. $59.00. ISBN 0913113255. Order phone 212-289-2300.
Field of medicine: Genetics.
Format: Hardcover book.
Audience: All physicians, including geneticists, for whom most of the recent progress in molecular genetics has taken place since graduation from medical school.
Purpose:
To incorporate the rapid progress that has occurred since the first edition of this book appeared in 1994.
Content:
As a primer on gene therapy, this book provides a relatively nontechnical summary of the current state of the field. Many aspects of gene delivery systems, the strengths and shortcomings of these systems, and the types of clinical disorders that are being treated in clinical trials on gene therapy are discussed.
